r esponding to research into the molecular dimension of nature is like trying to hit a moving target. new techniques challenge ethics to remain up to date with science. in its december 2007 issue, the journal Science awarded two biotechnological developments the 'breakthrough of the year': danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 315
• sequencing techniques that scan individual human genomes for variations that help to see how deletions and insertions in the dna are linked to behavioural traits and diseases; • reprogramming techniques that generate induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells) by a retrovirally-mediated introduction of transcription factors into adult human fibroblasts.
both breakthrough techniques inspire visions of medical applications: will it be possible to develop individual gene drugs, to cut out, switch off or exchange genes that are associated with certain diseases, or to enhance an individual's genome? will it be possible to drink from the fountain of youth by means of a regenerative medicine that applies the genetically-induced capacity of adult cells to renew themselves and to differentiate into all cell types of the adult human body to the immunocompatible transplantation of organs and tissues.
these questions challenge our perceptions of diseases, of health and of medicine. medicine will probably get a grip on facets of human life that have so far been beyond the range of human mastery. the visions of predictive and regenerative medicine promise new therapies for diseases and increased chances to govern and rationalize human life. at the same time, however, genetic research continues to bring to light complexities and dynamics of genetic and epigenetic processes that do not support the idea of easy solutions for medical applications.
up to now, two rival paradigms of genetics have emerged. the mainstream view is that of genetic determinism that models the ontogenesis of an individual's organism as the linear, causal expression of a genetic programme. the competing paradigm sees the phenotype as the result of the interplay of genetic and epigenetic networks, in which genes are just one, albeit important, factor of many that gradually organize a phenotype. 2 drawing on his analysis of hereditary diseases, ulrich wolf (institute of human genetics and anthropology, university of Freiburg, germany) regards ontogenesis as a succession of stages in which each particular stage requires the realization of the preceding one. the successive stages are the result of interactions between internal and external factors and conditions, and this process does not allow for the separation of a hereditary or environmental portion. in addition, it is almost impossible to define whether a particular component belongs to the hereditary or environmental complex: a gene finds itself in the environment of other genes that may interact, there a position effects and gradients of inactivation, the prospective fate of a differentiating cell depends 316 StudieS in ChriStian ethiCS upon its spatial position within the embryo or tissue, etc. the organism does not function like a computer running a program and producing results that are independent from any variables outside that program. development is a historical process, and therefore, each developmental step is unique, as are other historical events. 3 wolf concludes that 'the realization of the phenotype is characterized by program-like, regulatory, stochastic, and historical processes that interact to form a network of relationships, rather than a linear succession of events. there is no fundamental design or program that is followed but rather the interactions taking place from the program'. 4 this description of ontogenetic development contradicts the predominant paradigm of genetics as it can be found in the school books, and for which the phenotype is the expression of a blueprint that can be found in a single cell. wolf's account is one among many re-conceptualizations of genetic theory that try to yield a dynamic and complex understanding of dna and of ontogenesis. in 1985, Susan Oyama (now emerita from John Jay College of Criminal Justice, Psychology department, City university of new york) developed a constructive interactionism paradigm of genetic development, suggesting that organisms like ours are the result of a 'choreography of ontogeny', 5 a choreography in which every step of the dance between macromolecules and environment is a real, multifactorial move where every developmentally-relevant component matters.
there is an intense debate about alternative descriptions of ontogenesis that differ from the mainstream metaphor which regards it as the realization of a genetic masterplan. 6 For ethics, there are extremely divergent moral and ethical implications 7 to understanding ourselves as the products of determined genetic programmes or as the unique and unpredictable results of a dynamic, complex, multifaceted and communicative becoming.
8 the impact of genetic theory on our selfunderstanding (and vice versa) cannot be underestimated, and is of Throughout this article, I use the (frequently contested) distinction between moral and ethical issues as applied by authors like Seyla Benhabib or Jürgen Habermas, which can be traced back to Kant. According to this use of terms, moral reflection aims at normative universality and entails the reflection on rules and norms while ethical reflection concentrates on life-forms, practices and habits. danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 317 paramount importance for our vision of molecular medicine.
9 in a systems-or interaction-theory of ontogenesis, the idea of gene therapy, such as genetic surgery, which aims at cutting out genes that are associated with certain diseases, encounters difficulties that make its therapeutic feasibility questionable. in the light of the new semantic considerations, and of the latest results in biotechnological research, the development of molecular medicine will probably head in very different directions than have previously been imagined.
with regard to this situation, bioethics must perform a twofold task:
• The first task of bioethics is dialogue with science. This task is about binding ethical reflection to the results of research, in order not to anticipate scenarios that are unrealistic from the present point of view and to become and remain aware of those elements of nature that oppose their rationalization and with which we need to cooperate in order to find successful applications.
• The second task of bioethics is analysis of the social and anthropological implications of the metaphors and models of genetics. this task includes responding critically to the ways in which the insights of research in genetics and the imagination they evoke change our perception of ourselves, including our understanding of health, of diseases, and of how medicine needs to respond to this understanding.
with regard to the fact that research in genetics continues to affect and shape the perception of our lives, our bodies, our diseases and other cultural and social categories, 10 ethics would be ill-advised to focus solely on normative questions that only respond to an ongoing process of research whose aims and responsibilities remain undebated, or to restrict the discussion to weighing the positive aspects of genetic research against its risks. we have already taken the risk, and we will continue to risk interventions into the communication that is happening between the molecules that we are made of, even if our knowledge of the grammar and the language that constitutes this molecular communication remains deficient for some time to come. Clinical applications of gene therapy, for example, remain subject to heavy public funding in many of the developed countries despite their complete failure until today.
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StudieS in ChriStian ethiCS the question is not only which developments in biotechnology should be allowed or forbidden, but also which views of human life are impacted by genetic metaphors and how these views shape the task of medicine. 12 the primary end of medicine cannot be the elimination of (genetic) diseases and of suffering, at least not without major shifts in the traditional medical ethos. according to this ethos, the prevention, amelioration or cure of diseases serves as a means for a higher end, namely to help people lead bearable lives. the crucial question is whether the application of molecular medicine can be understood in terms of therapeutic means to this end, or whether a programme paradigm of genetics suggests that the removal of disease-associated genes and thus the elimination of diseases is the primary end of medicine. Should the latter be the case, the medically-induced absence of disease and suffering would eventually define what could be called a bearable life. Medicine would create functionalistic parameters of such human life, instead of merely serving it. 13 while bioethics today mostly takes an external, moralizing perspective on research, focusing on the risks of research, the consequences of applied research, and on the universal norms that should be applied, 14 we need a debate on the underlying views of phenomena of human life such as diseases, suffering, aging and dying. 15 Moral reflection cannot provide much guidance here. 16 Significantly, Engelhardt's account of the history of thought on human nature goes as follows: 'Whether understood as the gift of God or merely the deliverance of spontaneous mutations, random selection, genetic drift, cosmic happenstance, and biochemical constraints, human nature has until now been regarded as placing constraints on human freedom' (507). This is of course not all there is to say about the traditional understandings of human nature that offer much more complex accounts of the relationship of human freedom to human nature. But it is enough for Engelhardt to miss the important differences in the moral implications of seeing human nature as a gift, or as something else. I comment on this detail because it is characteristic of a problem in the contemporary discourses on bioethics. They tend to ignore semantic details and their moral and ethical implications. There is a significant difference danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 319 the individual freedom from (human) nature. the moral philosophy both of aristotle and of Kant has largely been limited to a discourse about the question of how to preserve the autonomy of practical reason. this discourse struggles to respond critically to the program paradigm of genetics, and to a biotechnology that regards 'human nature' as material that is to be formed and overcome by reason in its strive for freedom. From the point of view of a dualism of human spirit and the human body, ethics fails to see that the attempt to free ourselves from human nature by means of reason imprisons us in our own instrumental rationality and makes us just as unfree as 'nature' does.
17 instead, ethics needs to operate with an account of human life that is located at the junction of reason, self, body and the lifeworld, as has been described by phenomenology that bears affinities to the interactionism paradigm of genetics.
18 to regard ourselves as beings who become selves as interactive and communicative bodies, not just as fixed, freestanding selves who happen to have bodies, means seeing the significance of experiences that contribute to our becoming. the propositional content of these experiences for each of us cannot be translated into universal moral norms, but this does not mean that they are no less urgent and compelling. alternatives to a merely moral, universalistic discourse are called for by the results of biotechnological research itself, and by new paradigms in genetics that help to see the refractory and cooperative elements of the reality of human life. Of course this meets the interests of a theological ethics that tries to uphold the tension between the reality that we construct and the reality that we receive in the encounter with god's word.
apart from universalistic accounts, and without sinking into their abstractions and principles, we must focus on the question of how the perceptions of human life, of disease, of health, and of medicine are shaped by the results, models and metaphors of research in genetics. 19 this implies the task of identifying and discussing the normative content which these between regarding human nature as a gift, or as subject to God's creation, preservation and redemption -just as there are important differences between 'mutation', 'selection', 'drift' or 'happenstance'. The different models and metaphors stand for very different narratives with very different moral and ethical contents. 
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perceptions and narratives yield. while the program-paradigm invokes a narrative which is compatible with the attempt to come to grips with life as thoroughly as possible, the interaction-paradigm invokes an undomesticated narrative which contradicts the attempt to force human nature under the rule of rationalization and to treat the human genome mechanically. From the point of view of the latter paradigm, attempts to change a genetic 'program' will probably fail, and biotechnology will need to cooperate with a body in its becoming. 20 interventions by molecular medicine will have to join the dance of the molecules; they cannot simply change a molecular mechanism.
the distinction between the ethical implications of two different paradigms of genetics helps us to perceive significant differences within different kinds of biotechnology, that is, between a gene therapy that sets out to develop individual gene drugs, genetic surgery that intends to cut out disease-related genes, genetic enhancement that tries to improve an individual genome, and the new world of regenerative transplantation medicine. Biotechnology is diversified, leaving us to question which kind of molecular medicine shapes which kind of self-understanding. it is a realistic option that can be pursued at the expense of other medical techniques. the results of genetic research continue to add complex views of molecular interaction, and show that ethics needs to respond to accounts that show reality as both refractory in some fields and as cooperative in others.
This calls for a third task of bioethics: finding and exploring a narrative that may criticize or even contradict accounts of reality that only focus on the things that we produce as opposed to the things that we receive, or on claims that we can universally justify as opposed to claims that go back to experiences that are related to our becoming:
• The third task of bioethics is to renew our understanding and the direction of medical technology development by the articulation of refractory narratives and judgements on the reality of human life. this task entails stimulating and performing a public dialogue through which perceptions of ourselves may be articulated that resist and contradict the attempt to effect a complete rationalization of human life and that bring to bear the phenomena of human life in their full, refractory and hospitable complexity. we need to articulate how things appear to us and happen for us, how we receive things and cooperate with them, and how we become the human beings that we are through the network of suffering and shaping reality. this entails exploring danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 321 and communicating which judgements on the reality of human life exist in the life with God. In order to find out which direction we want new medical techniques to take, we need to debate our understanding of those elements and forms of our lives without which we cannot imagine a life that we would find bearable in the light of the promises that god has given to us. this task of ethics requires a perception of reality that contradicts an affirmative, naturalistic or idealistic perception. In theological ethics, this has been reflected paradigmatically by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, for whom appropriateness, Sachgemäßheit, means to respond to 'nature' as the medium through which we encounter god's creative and preserving action, and which approaches us both as criticizing our own imaginations of its composition (e.g. the idea of creation orders, or of genetic determinism) and as inviting us to explore it in all its complexity and richness in order to gain a new understanding of creatureliness. 21 Sachgemäßheit is bonhoeffer's technical term for 'secundum naturam vivere', the old principle of natural law ethics that bonhoeffer reinterprets in terms of a dynamic understanding of nature as a means through which god addresses his creatures (over against a metaphysical interpretation of nature). to act sachgemäß means to live according to nature as it approaches us. the expectation of a living god who makes use of his creation adds an enormous dynamic to bonhoeffer's account of nature, and can be regarded as one of the rare twentieth-century Protestant examples of liber naturae thinking. 22 bonhoeffer holds, as does any 'natural law' theory that ranges beyond naturalism and idealism, that to live in accordance with nature means to join a dance: to explore the steps that are required together with a partner, to be entangled in movement, and to respond to new situations that arise with every new step. this entails exploring the complex interrelation of the way things present themselves to us and the way we intentionally respond to them, including the attentiveness to what is heard through this complex relation. it involves entering an interdisciplinary dialogue in which we put the models, narratives and metaphors to the test which shape and orient our perceptions and receive consenting, differing and contradicting responses.
these more hermeneutic and heuristic tasks of bioethics need to be completed (at least) by a fourth task, which focuses on the issues of the sick, the suffering, the weak, the poor, the disabled and the old: in short, it is about care and justice in medicine as an integral part of the development 23 in the developed countries, medicine has achieved a lot in the past 40 years, while many developing countries lack sufficient medical support and face enormous suffering that could be ameliorated with comparatively small efforts. For reasons of profitability, research is more likely to develop treatments only for rich people, such as the costly development of adipositas drugs at the expense of the development of vaccine research and other interventions against hiV, malaria and tuberculosis in developing countries. 24 today, the systematic discrimination of the poor is found not only on a world-wide scale, but also within the national health care systems of developed countries, although with less atrocities:
• The fourth task of bioethics is being a voice for the disadvantaged and the poor, and insisting that every effort is needed to make an endurable life with enough medical treatment possible for all, not only for the rich. this entails opting for medicine that is good enough to ameliorate suffering and to cure diseases so as to make a health system possible in which nobody has to despair because he or she falls ill, grows old or needs care. Such a task should not be underestimated. it requires maximum exertion to create and maintain an endurable health care. any public funding of the development of a cost-intensive molecular medicine needs to be vindicated against the backdrop of this very basic requirement.
in what follows, i will put these considerations on the ethical implications of the latest results in genetics to the test by turning towards the new reprogramming and sequencing techniques that are regarded as breakthroughs on the way towards a predictive and regenerative medicine.
Stem Cell Research: On Being Your Own Therapy
ever since the cloning of dolly the sheep in 1997, the miraculous capacity of the cytoplasm of mammalian oocytes has been subject to feverish research. 25 Obviously, there is a cocktail of factors found in mammalian oocytes with outstanding regenerative capacities. they can turn any adult cell into a 
27 he began his presentation by showing a classic painting of the fountain of youth and by relating this picture to his research on the mechanisms of genomic reprogramming, on the capacity of eS cells for self-renewal, and on their ability to differentiate into all adult cell types. like other scientists, Jaenisch points to the fact that research on pluripotency, self-renewal and reprogramming is essentially a modern sequel to the age-old quest for the fountain of youth. when Scottish researcher ian Chambers managed to isolate another of the eS cell associated genes with reprogramming capacity, he named this factor nanOg, after the tir nan Og legend, the myth of the land of the everyoung, thereby indicating the mythological dimension of the results of his research.
28 nanOg helps to keep eS cells pluripotent, and it helps to generate iPS cells when transfected into adult fibroblasts by means of viral vectors.
in late 2007, yamanaka's and takahashi's group demonstrated that iPS cells can also be generated from adult human dermal fibroblasts with the same factors as the mouse iPS cells.
29 they stated that their research serves to circumvent both the ethical controversies involved in using human embryos for human eS cells, and the problem of creating patient-and disease-specific stem cell therapies without compromising the immune The proceedings of the symposium will be published soon under the title: 'Medicine at the Interface between Science and Ethics.' 
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system as is the problem of every mode of transplantation medicine.
30 along with the transcription factors, however, the vector molecules also settled down arbitrarily in each host genome. in mice experiments, takahashi and his group found that this random integration of retroviral material leads to an undesired activation and mutations of genes at the insertion sites that caused tumours in 20 per cent of all mice derived from iPS cells.
31 these results show that iPS cells are real time bombs in terms of tumorigenesis. James a. thomson (from the genome Center of wisconsin, madison, uSa) and his group experienced similar problems with mutations caused by viral integration even though they used a different reprogramming cocktail (OCt 4, SOX 2, nanOg, lin 28). 32 hence, research groups in Japan and the uSa are working towards ways to integrate transcription factors other than by retroviral transduction, in order to make iPS cells applicable for use in human therapies.
Reprogramming techniques promise to boost research in the field of regenerative medicine without the moral problem of producing and destroying human embryos to acquire eS cells for growing replacements for dysfunctional cells or organs. they allow for the production of cells with features almost identical to eS cells, such as the ability to differentiate into all cell types in the adult body.
news of the development of iPS cells has stirred up contemporary bioethical controversies, especially on the use of eS cells. Characteristically for the orthodox view of bioethics, these discourses have concentrated largely on moral, normative issues. they focus mainly on the question of the moral status of the embryo, and thus on the justification or prohibition of embryo-destructive research.
33 is an embryo to be regarded as a human being or as a cell mass? while some claim that human life begins with the fusion of ovum and spermatozoon, 34 and that everybody who stems from human beings is a human person and must be regarded as such, however small he is, 35 36 or another identifiable stage of embryonic development, 37 so that it is morally acceptable to destroy embryos at an early stage of their development. Others regard the human embryo as a potential human being and therefore worthy of being protected, but have seen this claim outweighed by the possibilities of medical progress, the potential benefits to patients and the personal rights of parents.
38 the debate reveals that there is no cogent reason for any answer to the question at which point of their interaction the involved cells shall be regarded as a human being. 39 the question of the beginning of human life only makes sense in an invitro context when human embryos are already the direct objects of manual treatment, when their life depends on decision, and when their 'dignity' has become subject to attribution. this question presupposes a moral discourse that asks whether we should or should not destroy embryos. it does not ask whether such action belongs to us, whether it is appropriate to the objects of research, whether it is not simply justified but good for us, whether there are alternatives to research and whether we would agree to the vision that guides the use of stem cells. the moral discourse orbits around the 'potentiality' of an embryo to be one of us, but this metaphor only makes sense within a program theory of ontogenesis, for which the complex interactions and interrelations, and the environment (including ourselves), does not add to the becoming of the human being whose essence lies in its dna. if the metaphysics of potentiality cannot be made evident, and it is quite hard to see a human being in cells in a Petri dish, the embryo has lost all the trumps. On account of a reductionistic genetic theory and a restricted focus on universalistic morality, the potentiality argument puts all its eggs in one basket. 40 the moral problem of killing embryos has not disappeared, although much intellectual energy has been invested in finding ways to eliminate it. even the frequently-used distinction between human beings and 
'something human' or 'human life' cannot convincingly answer the question of which parameters of 'human life' can be distinguished from a 'human being'. embryos only become 'human life' in the sense of human 'material for research' if we turn them into such a thing. 41 the pressing moral question of what could justify turning human offspring into material cannot be silenced. we can, of course, not pay attention to it. the most honest way to deal with this question is to acknowledge the moral norm that embryos should not be killed, but kill them anyway. there is no way to keep a morally clean slate, however good the reasons are for such actions.
what we need more urgently than speculation on the moral status of the embryo is a shift from a moral to an ethical discourse that casts light on the implications of eS cell or iPS cell research on our understanding of medicine, and of ourselves, including the life form of natality. there is more at stake than embryos when we talk about research on embryos. From the semantics of the 'embryo'-metaphor to the visions of the land of the ever-young, there is a broad range of such implications. that there are such things as 'embryos' that can be brought visibly to the fore has already changed our perception of natality, of the becoming of human beings, of children, and of all sorts of medical diagnoses. as the becoming of human beings is more and more rationalized, it appears as something that we have to come to grips with even in its earliest stages. Prenatal diagnostics link the 'embryo' and 'foetus' development with parental and medical responsibilities, options and decisions.
42 the promise of regenerative, immunocompatible medicine that emphasizes research on the cloning of human embryos in order to isolate pluripotent cells challenges the limits of traditional therapy and draws funding resources from the development of other technologies. 43 however, news about the possibility of generating iPS cells that behave like eS cells hardly shifted the focus of discourse to social, ethical and hermeneutic issues related to regenerative medicine, instead raising hopes that issues with the controversial moral implications of embryo-destructive danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 327 research could be solved in the long run. the question of just how far the dawn of a new regenerative medicine reaches into our lives and medical practices has so far not been sufficiently discussed in the public arenas of eu countries, which have focused instead on various legal solutions. 44 in Germany, the production of human iPS cells from adult fibroblasts made it right into the February 2008 parliamentary debates about a possible liberalization of the 'act for the safeguarding of embryo protection in the context of the import and use of human embryonic stem cells' of 2002. this act prohibits research on eS cells with the exception of cell-lines that have been produced outside germany and before 1 January 2002. german researchers are threatened with a prison sentence when using eS cells that are produced after that deadline.
45 the development of iPS cells was grist to the mill of those who opted against the liberalization of this Stem Cell act. annette Schavan, Federal minister of research and member of the central committee of german Catholics, immediately announced a funding initiative to sponsor research projects dedicated to the production of pluriand multipotent stem cells. For those who thought that these new techniques would render the use of left-over in-vitro-fertilized embryos or therapeutic cloning obsolete, it came as bad news that the techniques' development was only possible through basic research on cells that were derived from embryos. Such research is bound to continue if ever the production of new drugs, new disease models, and applications for transplantation medicine will succeed. 46 the debate is not likely to shift from moral issues to ethical questions, including the question of which kind of transplantation medicine is really needed in order to lead a bearable life. as the use of metaphors such as the land of the ever-young indicates, research itself seems to be interested in expanding the possibilities of medicine to an extent where renewed human life itself becomes the resource for therapy. this is, of course, an extremely elegant vision for medicine. the new regenerative transplantation medicine does not just use drugs or alien donor organs, but the body of the patient himself. human life switches from being the end to the means of therapy. the hope is that unlimited and immunocompatible regeneration resources will one day replace every possible organ and tissue in the human body. by comparison, the contemporary practice of treating chemotherapy patients with bone marrow stem cells looks like stone age medicine. in this situation, we need a public debate on the direction that medical technology is taking, and how deeply this direction affects the phenomena and forms of human life that we would not so quickly give up. we need to shift the focus from speculation about the beginning of human life to asking how research has altered and will alter the way in which we conceive of ourselves. this entails a debate on the contours of human life to which Christians contribute what they learn and explore about life as creatures. Such a debate will necessarily be controversial. in the light of the controversial relationship between our shared understanding of human life and the narratives that we find indispensable to bring a renewed understanding of ourselves, this debate will have to orbit around the question of which kind of medicine we want. does our understanding of medicine and of our life as it is interwoven with health and illness imply where to draw the line between therapy and renewal? do we still think of medicine along the lines of this distinction? and where is the tipping point at which therapy, the healing of diseases and the soothing of pain turn into something else? is our medicine geared towards enabling us to live a bearable life with our given bodies and their diseases and aging processes that will eventually lead to death, or does medicine aim at an unlimited replaceability of deficient organs? In terms of our self-understanding, we either understand ourselves as bodily selves, or as selves that have a body whose organs may be subject to replacement by new ones. what happens to us if we regard our bodies as the hardware of our lives, instead of trying to understand how our bodies are involved in everything we do, think and suffer?
47 what is at stake is our understanding of therapy, of health, disease and dying, and of their corresponding practices.
A public discourse on the new field of regenerative medicine made possible by stem cell research but which has not yet produced specific therapies seems to be of paramount importance now, especially since clinics for 'regenerative medicine' are being established that give hope to desperate patients for whom there is no therapy for the diseases they have. the objective of regenerating human life threatens to overshadow the urgent development of therapies from which people may benefit now. We need to discuss where the vision of the renewal of human life leads toward therapies, and where it obscures the therapeutic task of medicine. and we need to ask what it means for us, and for our children, that such medicine be gradually established.
the question remains, how much do we value our life to resist the desire to live longer? the lifeworldly practices and experiences from which this resistance may stem come to mind here, such as the practice of expecting danCing with maCrOmOleCuleS 329 renewal of man from god, not from reprogrammed cells. have we sufficiently understood what it means for us that our lives are primarily about generation, not about regeneration, and about passing on, not about prolongation? And do Christians sufficiently witness to these practices in the public debates? the debate that we would better lead is primarily about the hope that we have, and about the hope that we lack: it is only secondarily about embryos.
Personal Genetics: On Having a Disease Without Being Ill
the recently-developed sequencing techniques have opened up the new field of personal genomics, and a related field of molecular medicine: Gene therapy. they are likely to make the complete analysis of one's genome possible in the not too distant future, not only for rich people but also for many ordinary 'customers'. this will provide the knowledge of gene variants and alterations that predispose people to diseases like diabetes, arthritis, alzheimer's, breast cancer, multiple sclerosis, and heart disease. it also bears the promise to make a new type of personalized medicine possible with new challenges to genetic counselling. 48 Such variations range from chromosomal abnormalities to monogenic diseases, polygenic diseases and imprinting defects. 49 however, even with a fully sequenced personal genome, we still lack sufficient knowledge of the complex genetic and epigenetic mechanisms that affect the relation of the genetic defect and its phenotypic expression. mendelistic views on heredity and models of genetic programs merge to form unrealistic expectations on predictive medicine. 50 the results of research do not suggest that we may understand the genotype-phenotype relationship simply in terms of the determined expression of a program. as has been discussed above, the construction and function of organisms seems to be more of a step-by-step communication process between many factors, among which dna sequences are of special importance for predispositions and the rise of causal relations. 
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We still lack sufficient understanding of the genetic processes through which genetic 'diseases' become expressed as phenotypes that can be experienced as 'illness'. One of the primary ethical problems that result from this situation is that the talk about genetic 'diseases' for the time being does not indicate a specific course of curative or preventive action, such as gene 'therapy'. 52 while public expectations have been shaped differently, the lack of sufficient understanding of the existing forms, features and of the molecular communication processes that form the foundation of our human life makes it impossible to induce changes on this very basic level of human life without running the risk of extremely undesirable effects of such applications, such as tumours. in the light of the complexity of the genetic processes, it even seems open to question whether the metaphor of 'disease' can be adequately applied to gene functions. in accordance with the multifactorial process of ontogenesis, we have to distinguish between the following set of 'genetic diseases': '1. chromosomal abnormalities; 2. monogenic diseases; 3. complex, multifactorial or polygenic diseases; 4. imprinting defects; 5. amplifications of trinucleotide repeats; 6. diseases caused by mutations in mitochondrial dna.' 53 this means that future gene therapies have to respond to abnormalities, defects, amplifications, and mutations. If this family of genetic diseases cannot be defined as program defects, but have to be understood in relation to multifactorial determinants, the discourse on genetic diseases becomes even more complex.
First, it has to relate to the external criteria of medicine which defines diseases according to the results of research and to the experiences of physicians. Secondly, it has to relate to the internal criteria of the patient's own experience of illness. the vague knowledge of a genetic predisposition, for example, to an incurable disease, may throw a person into incongruent worries about an uncertain future, and it may induce all sorts of social, political and economic discrimination. Our understanding of disease (and of health) changes where a 'disease' is understood as a molecular malfunction separate from the experience of an actual 'illness'. 54 the number of healthy people who suffer from diseases by waiting for symptoms of illness will rise with every sequenced personal genome. thirdly, talk of genetic diseases needs to answer to the social criteria for the typical functioning of an individual. 55 facticity of phenotypes, but on the culturally variant ways we have learned to see phenotypes as 'healthy' or as 'ill'. Phenotypic variations, and the experience of illness, may stimulate research in genetics, but in most cases the causal chain between the nucleotide sequence which is identified as abnormal and the phenotype is weak.
this raises tough questions for genetic counselling. the mere facticity of abnormalities in the nucleotide sequences does not provide a patient with knowledge of a determined fate that he or she faces, but only with developmental tendencies that depend on a whole range of unknown factors. this calls for intensive dialogue between physician and patient about the way to deal with slight and undetermined risks. however, public debate has mostly been concerned with the question of how to prevent the misuse of personal genetic data by employers and insurance companies. So far, the effect of personal genetic diagnosis on the relationship of patient and physician has mostly been discussed with regard to possible therapy services. what is at stake in genetic testing, however, is a relationship which includes intensive dialogue, consolation and care. the lack of gene therapies and the need for a physician who is able to accompany a patient, and free him or her from the fixation on a future that is filled with fear, go hand in hand. The physician who does genetic counselling must be both an interpreter of bodily developments and a manager of hope. the genetic counsellor should be able to articulate that the course of somebody's life is not at all prescribed or determined by his or her dna sequences, but open to many contingent factors that give reason to hope. genetic counselling implies pastoral care, whether the counsellor wants it to or not. the question is whether he or she is practising good or bad pastoral care.
however, the undifferentiated talk of genetic diseases has generated the view that medicine is able to create therapies and has assigned to physicians the role of mechanic. 56 at the same time, the complexities of ontogenetic development restrict the possibilities of modelling gene therapies, and the curriculum of medical training rarely includes ethics and counselling. even for monogenic diseases, gene therapy cannot be modelled like a surgical intervention, but has to be designed to cooperate with multifactorial communication and interaction processes that guide the development of organisms from one step to the next. if the gene is an important indicator for steps in the ontogenetic development, but not the blueprint for a whole development program, it does not seem promising to hormone treatments or other pharmacological interventions. as h. tristram engelhardt Jr. has argued, 58 there is no way to draw the line between therapy and enhancement from a moral point of view. the argument of speciestypical levels of species-typical functions that shall give culture-independent accounts of diseases that legitimately demand medical treatment as opposed to culturally variable and just desirable medical interventions is not very strong. what can be regarded as 'typical' for the human species is subject to change and cannot be regarded as universally normative.
there is no universal normativity to be found in our experiences of health, needs, diseases, illness, disabling conditions and suffering. yet the task of ethics is not only to depict species-typical conditions, but also to explore how the perception and self-understanding of human beings change within different social, medical and other practices. this is where the controversial and pressing ethical questions concerning the development of molecular medicine arise. it makes a difference whether practices of medicine, of caring, therapy and healing, bind people to their pre-established schemes of perception of their lives and those of others, or whether they open up new perceptions, and a new awareness for different, alternative judgements on their and other people's lives. the ethical question is whether this freedom for a new judgement on human life in the complex tension of its givenness and need of formation is implied in the practices of medicine, or whether these practices just answer to any claim or need that is declared as normative. we are indeed free to re-evaluate which kind of medicine we want, and we should do so with regard to the question of what kind of understanding of the human being different medical practices will convey to ourselves and to others. the structures of these practices should not in principle prevent people from being guided from utopian notions and ideals into new judgements on the reality of their life. this is where theological ethics in particular asks how far our accounts of the reality of human life need to be countered and renewed by god's external judgement. the reality of human beings cannot simply be depicted, but needs to be articulated. the theological question is how the reality of human beings is named and discerned within the life with god, and in the encounter with his contradicting and creative word.
this includes a debate on the role of suffering in our lives. do we have to make every effort to eliminate suffering, or is it sufficient to ameliorate pain wherever it appears and becomes unbearable for somebody? in the light of universal moral norms, there is nothing wrong with the attempt to eliminate suffering by means of medicine, at least as long as other people do not suffer from it. the lottery of 'nature' has distributed suffering very 
